Summit for Democracy
EPD Joint Statement
The global Summit for Democracy represents an opportunity for partners across the globe to
reaffirm the importance of democratic governance after 15 years of democratic decline. Given
the internal challenges facing democracies of all stripes and the challenges on the international
stage, the time is ripe for reflection and for action.
As we have outlined in research in recent years, the challenges are multi-faceted and several
have been accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic. Democratic space has been closing in
states around the world, including within the European Union itself.
While Summit planning is still in the early stages, it has already generated important debates on
international cooperation in support of democracy. This is welcome and can provide the boost
needed to existing strategies while helping to forge new international alliances. European
governments and non-state actors should play a constructive role in these debates alongside
partners from North America, Latin America, Africa, Asia and the Pacific.
We believe the Summit has the potential for supporting real democratic change, focusing minds
on specific priorities and setting the stage for increased commitments. The organisation of the
Summit also brings up a number of key questions that have a bearing on its eventual success
and impact. What issues should be addressed? Where will it be held? Will it be a one-off event?
Who should be invited? All of these questions are perfectly valid considerations for the
international community to consider in particular because it is vital that the Summit process does
no harm to efforts to support democracy. The credibility of the Summit rests on a shared
commitment to addressing the challenges facing democracy everywhere.
In this spirit, we recommend that European governments, the European Union institutions and
our non-state partners:
1. Support the preparation of a Summit declaration that both recognises the
challenges to democracy and puts in place a number of concrete commitments
The Summit must aim for more than a declaration on the importance of democracy. A shared
understanding of democratic challenges is needed to underline that the Summit is not simply a
foreign policy exercise. As such, all participants will need to be prepared to debate
uncomfortable domestic issues. This should help to contribute to a forward-looking Summit that
helps to set the agenda for democracy globally.

Governments and non-state actors should be obliged to make specific commitments in relation
to joining the Summit (either political and/or financial, both domestic and international), on a few
well defined dimensions. We stand ready to contribute thinking and ideas for these
commitments based on our assessments and research on internal and external challenges.
Given these challenges, the commitments must reflect the urgency needed to support
democracy around the world.
2. Ensure that the Summit is part of a wider campaign of greater international
cooperation on democracy support
We believe that the event would be more likely to succeed if it forms part of a much wider
campaign to support and protect democracies. This process could include a series of run-up
and follow-up events linked to the Summit. We stand ready to contribute to this.
Although it may not be obvious today, the Summit is an opportunity to start a longer process that
could lead to a series of specific commitments from governments around the world in the next
decade in the same vein as the Helsinki Accords in the 20th Century.
3. Already prepare follow-up to the Summit
In order for commitments of participants to hold any value, they should be accompanied by
some form of independent monitoring mechanism that could also offer support. The Summit
should prompt states to accept mutual support in strengthening their democracies, e.g. through
regular peer reviews (this exists at OECD DAC, where each year, two member states perform
peer reviews on a third state, accompanied by recommendations). This does not need to entail
the creation of a new body but can be streamlined into existing international structures (e.g. the
International Financial Institutions, UN Human Rights Council etc.) by participants.
4. Avoid the temptation to limit the Summit to one particular policy area or key
component of democratic governance
We support taking a broad approach to the theme of the Summit. There is a danger that
focusing on one specific issue could limit the effectiveness of the Summit. Discussions should
therefore address 1) threats to key aspects of democratic governance - like inclusion, freedom
of expression, polarisation, anti-corruption, electoral integrity and 2) the key policy challenges
that democracy must help address - like climate, global health, digital communication, economic
recovery and social justice. Only by combining both areas can the Summit itself help set the
international agenda for democratic protection and renewal.

5. Prioritise inclusion of a wide diversity of actors from across the world
Given the potential pitfalls linked to the selection of official delegations, the Summit should be
open to non-state actors. We support looking at ideas such as ensuring governments invite their
political opposition. The Summit should also have a clear civil society dimension, where
governments enter into dialogue with non-state actors, and where international civil society can
present and debate a comprehensive set of recommendations to governments.
This is important both for the political signal it sends and for building the forward-looking and
wide coalition that is needed to address democratic challenges.

